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IT’S A LOT OF BRIDGE! 

Three matches completed in the Final Round Robin, 16 board matches now, and still four to go. 

Another long day tomorrow Thursday (3 matches X 16 boards = 48 boards) and then last match 

on Friday morning. The same three pairs are at the top in the Open but they have shuffled around 

and current leaders are Craig Gower and Alon Apteker. Same story in the Women’s- different 

leaders now Diana Balkin and Sharon Izerel. 

I would like to mention at this point that a lot of organisation goes into an event like this which the 

average Club bridge player probably can’t even begin to imagine. Steve Bunker’s organisation 

has been excellent but I must also mention Rob Stephens for setting up The Links venue so well 

and Devan Chetty for assisting with computer stuff! Thank You to all my monitors who have given 

of their time so freely to help. At The Links Bernard Donde, Devan Chetty, Duncan Craggs, Tor 

Meyer, Sheila Francis, Helen Kruger, Susan Kacev, Norman Gelbart and myself. Devan even 

thanked me for the opportunity of seeing how these trials worked and was pleased to meet so 

many top players! 

As for the Newsletter, thanks to Dedre for sorting out the layout and Bernard for all the hands he 

has analysed for our readers so well. His descriptions of the bidding and play out have been most 

informative. 

                                                                                                              

The best tip I heard today which will benefit average Club players such as myself. “I knew that 

player held the Q hearts as she had not yet shown up with enough points for her bid” Do we stop 

to think about counting points in the various hands like this? I fear for many of us no we don’t. 

Good Luck to all pairs for tomorrow! 

Submitted by 
Deirdre Ingersent



CONCENTRATION - 4 DIFFERENT STYLES!

James Grant (and quite a few players adopt this pose!)

Rob Stephens wearing his calm,  non-flustered look

Nicky Bateman and Trish Crosse both studying 
the screen most intently

Neville Eber, the most laid back of all. 
Feet on the table, i - pad on his lap!



Open results after 3 rounds

WOMEN TRIALS - ENTRIES LIST



Women’s results after 3 rounds



Thursdays Schedule in the Open and Women’s 

MATCH REPORT OPEN

Youth versus Aged
Robert Stephens (Drowzee) and Noah Apteker (NoahApteke) are by far the youngest competitors 

in the field. They led the qualifying rounds and in the second match today they were pitted against 

Noah’s father, Alon, and Craig Gower who are both experienced world class players. I see this as 

a battle between Youth (Robert and Noah) and Aged (Alon and Craig).



I previously discussed bidding 3♦ over 1NT to show 5-5 in majors and invitational plus values. 

Here this convention worked well when Noah had an easy 4♥ bid. 4♥ made 12 tricks (he might 

have made a super accept with this hand by bidding 4♣ but opponents had opened the bidding 

making slam unlikely as he only had 3 trumps). Bidding and making game was worth 6.33 imps. 

First blood to Youth.

Andrew Cruise and Saul Berman forced to game with the West hand which seems like a bit of an 

overbid to me.

In the Women’s, none of the E/W pairs were able to bid this reasonable game.



Recognizing a misfit, Robert made an excellent decision to pass 2♥.  This made for +110. This 

was worth 5.33 imps. None of the other pairs in either the open or the women’s managed to stop 

in time.

Score: Youth 11.66  Aged 0



Board 3 was flat in both the open and women’s

Only a diamond lead from West followed by a club switch beats 4S. Robert, not unreasonably lead 

a heart and declarer was able to later pitch his losing diamond. Allowing 4♠ to make cost 8.33 imps 

when only 1 other pair made it in the open. In the Women’s, 3 pairs made 4♠

Score: Youth 11.33 Aged 8.33



Robert and Noah got to the reasonable spot of 4♥ making 5. Robert judged well in a competitive 

auction that 6♥ was unlikely to be better than 50% and could be off 2 aces. There was no convenient 

way to ask for aces in their methods. Results in the open were variable. 2 pairs got to 6♥, one 

making and one going down. A third pair had a key card misunderstanding landing in 4NT going 2 

down. This meant 3.67 imps to Youth. In the Women’s the board was flat with no pairs trying the 

50% slam. 

Score: Youth 15 Aged 8.33



Craig led the 2♦ ducked by Alon. Noah got the clubs wrong and gave up a club. In this position 

shown above, Craig made an excellent decision to unblock the A♠ and this led to 3 down for -300 

(never a good score for E/W). This was worth 4 imps to the Aged couple.

Score:  Youth 15 Aged 12.33



Facing heavy pre-emptive bidding by N/S, Noah bid 3NT. He took his best shot by ducking 2 

rounds of spades and then hoped that the Q♦ would come down and that South had no entry. Down 

3 again was 2.33 imps to the Aged pair. 

Score: Youth 15 Aged 14.66



Noah made an invitational 2♦ bid after partner opened 1♣. When Craig got in with the 10♦ he made 

what might appear to be a risky switch to a low club. If declarer has a singleton club it would cost 

a trick. However, Craig knew from partner’s signalling in hearts and spades that declarer had 2 

hearts, 3 spades and 6 diamonds and therefore 2 clubs. Normally, it is very difficult to switch to a 

club holding the queen looking at the king and jack in dummy but everyone at the table knew that 

declarer did not hold the A♣. Noah mis-guessed the clubs and went 1 down losing 4 diamonds and 

2 clubs. This was worth 2.33 imps to Aged when NT part scores made twice. 

Was it an error to finesse the ♦9?  Checking this holding in my book on suit combinations, the best 

play is low to the queen. This would have saved a trick on this hand. 

Score: Youth 15 Aged 16.99

We have new leaders at the halfway mark

Board 9 was mostly flat, but the Aged pair won 0.33 imps for making an overtrick in 2♠

Score: Youth 15 Aged 17.32



Youth psyched a 1NT overcall by the West seat. Psyches have become less common in modern 

bridge because players have found that these frequently backfire. The psyche had the effect of 

keeping N/S out of a poorish 4♥. The favourable lie of cards resulted in 4♥ making at a couple of 

tables and therefore N/S lost 4.33 imps on the hand. Such are the vicissitudes of life!

Did you know that psyches must be reported to the tournament director? Both the perpetrators and 

their opponents should report these. Psyching is not illegal but if a competitor repeatedly psyches 

in similar situation, it becomes suspicious that his partner will ‘field’ the psyche which is illegal. 

Board 11 was flat but an overtrick meant a further 0.33 imps to Youth

Score: Youth 19.66 Aged 16.99 – new leaders



More bad news for the Aged when Alon tried a surprise attacking lead of the K♣ against an 

aggressive 3NT bid by Noah. Had Alon lead the Q♥, Robert would have faced a nasty guess which 

I suspect he would have got wrong.

Making 3NT was worth 5 imps to Youth

Score: Youth 24.66 Aged 16.99

Board 12 was a mixed bag of results and the Aged ones emerged with 1 imp. 

Score: Youth 24.66 Aged 17.99



Alon found the great lead of the 7♦ instead of woodenly leading partner’s suit against 4♥ by West. 

This earned him 7.33 imps when 4♥ went 2 down after accurate defence. 

Neville Eber was the only other player to find the 7♦ lead

Score: Youth 24.66 Aged 25.32



Robert decided to treat his hand as balanced 15-17 anticipating rebid problems if partner responded 

1♠ to a 1♣ opening. This led to a silly contract of 3NT with no spade stopper. After the spade lead 

from Alon, 3NT went rapidly down one.

There were too many negatives to opening 1NT with the West hand. Two unstopped suits and a 

very suit orientated hand with the total point count out of range.

This resulted in 7 imps to Aged

Score: Youth 19.66 Aged 32.32

Board 16 gave a further 2.67 imps to the Aged when at another table, a profitable save in 5♣ was 

taken against a making 4♠ contract.

Final Score: Youth 24.66 Aged 34.99

Aged pair, Alon and Craig had won by 10.33 imps

Overall, this was a well-played match. The Aged ones made no unforced errors, found the correct 

leads and accurate defences on a few of the hands. The win was well deserved. 



MATCH REPORT 2
The third match today in the women’s pitted Val Bloom and Nicky Bateman who were lying second 

against Di Penlington and Glynis Dornon who were fourth. 

Fireworks began with the first hand out of the box. 

The bidding went as above and it raises some important issues for players to discuss.

    1.  Does the 3♥ bid invite partner to bid 4♣ or should partner always bid 3NT without heart     

 support even with no stoppers in the 4th suit? 

    2.  When playing a 2 over 1 system, does the 4♣ bid by Nicky promise 18-19 HCP or could it  

 be an inability to bid 3NT? Clearly on the auction given, Val thought Nicky was showing  

 18-19 and this led to the disaster of reaching a poor slam requiring 2 finesses.

All would have been forgiven if Val had guessed the position of the Q♥ but failure to do so meant 

the loss of 11 imps. All I can say is that Val’s hand was just too good. If she doesn’t have the 10♥, 

she would be smiling all the way to the bank. 



In modern bridge the so-called rule of 2 and 3 has been thrown out of the window. Most would 

consider the East hand just too good for a favourable vulnerability 3 level pre-empt and would opt 

to put maximum pressure on opponents and bid 4♠. None of the pairs in the Women’s opened 4♠ 

but bizarrely at all the other tables, West competed to 4♠ after North bid 4♥. (They clearly have 

never seen any of my favourable vulnerability 3 level pre-empts). This prompted N/S to go onto 

5♥ which went 2 down. As a result, Val and Nicky lost 3 imps on the board. 

Noah Apteker was the only player in both fields who correctly, in my view, opened 4♠ and was rewarded 
with 7.33 imps when this made.



On this hand Glynis Dornon did well when she doubled 1♠ for takeout in the sandwich position 

with the South hand. I was surprised to see that 2 pairs in the Women’s, after an identical start, 

took no action with the South hand. 

3♠ made 11 tricks when the defence failed to attack the spade suit.

Nicky and Val were let down by poor partners (all the other N/S pairs) who failed to bid their hands 

correctly and this cost them 4.67 imps

 



I cannot recommend raising partner’s overcall with a doubleton especially with soft values in 

opponent’s suits. (I am reminded of Craig Gower’s maxim that when you have points in your 

opponents‘ suits, they have points in yours ). The very favourable lie of opponents’ cards meant 

that this inelegant contract had some play. However, a mis-defence by Nicky resulted in 2♠ making. 

When partner switches to a long suit in dummy, 99% of the time, this is a singleton and she should 

have given her partner a ruff. Letting 2♠ make cost 2.67 imps.



Again, Nicky and Val got a bad score for getting to a reasonable spot when the field either doubled 

1♠ to make or bid a highly ambitious 3NT requiring a favourable lie of the cards in 3 suits. 3NT 

was unbeatable. Nicky and Val lost 5.33 imps for doing nothing wrong. 



Opening the West hand with a featureless 10 count cannot be recommended. This resulted in E/W 

reaching a no play 4♠ which Glynis and Di had no problems defeating. It cost 5 imps



The East hand is problematic for standard bidders. Rebidding 2♥ is an underbid especially holding 

3 card support for partner’s suit.

Many experts have developed methods to deal with hands of this nature i.e a good 6 card suit 

with 3 card support for partner. To do this, they give up using a jump to 2NT to show a balanced 

hand with 18-19 points. Instead, they use this bid to distinguish between jumps in the same suit to 

show a 6 card suit with 3 card support for partner and 2NT to show a 6 card suit without support 

or a balanced 4 card raise in partner’s suit with around 18 HCP. Obviously, using these methods, 

you need to have bids to show 18-19 balanced. System developer have noticed that 2NT bids 

showing 18-19 balanced are rarely passed and therefore recommend playing the bid as forcing in 

which case it can be used to show multiple hand types. 

The conservative 2♥ bid making 11 tricks cost 5 imps when the field again let them down and 

allowed an unmakeable 3NT by E/W to succeed. On that point, I cannot help feeling that if East 

bids 3♥ and West goes 3NT, East with a self-sufficient suit and potentially no entry, should convert 

to 4♥.  The void in partner’s long suit should sway West to make a conservative pass of 3♥. 



I approve of Nicky’s pass of 1NT especially as she was not vulnerable. She was rewarded with 

3.67 imps when despite partner having a near perfect hand, 4♥ bid at 2 other tables went down 

because of the bad heart break. In the open, only 1 pair, again Noah and Robert, stayed out of 

game on this hand and were similarly rewarded. 4♥ is a reasonable contract so Glynis and Di 

were unlucky here to lose 3.67 imps. 

Never the less, I believe that South Africans, in general, have become very fearful of missing 

games and they forget how many times they go down in 2NT or 3 of a major when partner has a 

minimum. This is costly. Beware of taking action after a 1NT opening if you have a balanced hand 

and there is a risk of landing in 2NT with a combined 23 count when partner is minimum. This will 

usually go down. In this tournament I have seen many hands where partner rebids a 12-14 NT 

and the responder with a balanced 11 count makes a game try leading to an unmakeable contract. 

When the dust cleared Glynis and Di emerged victorious with +32.67 imps. They had played well 

with few errors and fully deserved their win. Nicky and Val made some errors but did not deserve 

to lose by such a big margin. They were often at the mercy of their partners, all the other N/S 

players, who did not help their cause at all. 

Submitted by 
Bernard Donde


